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h,k t l JSiller ladioee
H camera to specimen distance
S radius of the diffraction circle
a angle between the incident been and the
diffracted bean
j angle between the incident beam and the
T normal to the specimen surface
p subscript indicating perpendicular direction
Sfciseon's ratio




The X-ray diffraction method of stress measure-
ment Is the only known means of determining absolute stress
magnitudes without iseaauremants In the unstressed condition,
It is the objeotive of this thesis to lnv te the
feasibility of using this method in anr< lysis of naval struc-
i*r*& both aboard ship and on models.
£1 j_.
-ray waves of certain elements are compfv rfcble in
length to atomic int r ilstsnoea of common structural
m t rials, Hie atomic lnt distance of a given un-
stressed material is constant and may be determined easily.
Using the diffraction property of X-rays, the atomic inter-
planar distance of the stressed material may be measured by
reoording the diffraction pattern on A-ray film. rhe dif-
ference between these two lnterplanar distances serves as a
measure of the strain and may be converted, kite's law,
to a stress measurement.
The use of this method for stress measuremen
aboard ship or on modal a la entirely jractlcal provided
A~ray equipment is designed for t.ilc ipaolfla nd
a suitable method of surface preparation is developed.
.-
In using thia method to investigate the stress
distribution on sn nctual model, it Immediately became
apparent thot X-ray equipment of » portable nature, con-
atructed specifically for stress measurements, must be
designed for r-ctu*l measurements aboard ship, fhe proper
preparation of the surface is a major factor in obtaining
accurst? results. the currently accepted procedure, a
drastic acid etch with head polishing followed by a mild
otch, if. e long, tedious process not particularly
adaptable to fiel one cxperiaeatation «vas eon-
ftaeted in I '. effort to reduce the tine Midi Irbor Involved
in surface preparation. enable technlcue was
d, but it is felt that further l .ion would
result in an in : technique.

Stress Intensity is a basio concern in naval struc-
tures since as a criterion it measures the success of any
atructure. Accurate evaluation of magnitudes in any and all
parts of structure is vital, yet under many conditions
measurement is not possible at present with the methods used
in the Havy. ifre authors felt that an endeavor aimed at in-
creasing the possibilities of accomplishing stress measure-
ment would be worth the effort. Accordingly, this thesis
attempt! an Investigation of the x-ray diffraction method of
stress measurement, a method which obviates destructive test
and renders absolute magnitudes without unloading.
The viewpoint throughout this investigation will
be thst of the naval engineer and not that of the physical
metallurgist. i'he Intent is to determine the adaptability
of the method to use by the naval engineer, with an eye
toward spotlighting the advantages end cvarcor is dis-
advantages encountered. It is earnestly hoped that this
thesis focuses attention upon the «wray jtlon method
and provides the full background necessary to 8,ny who would
use this method in the rtavy.
HlSTOrtlC JQUNJO
.j trees measurement bftsed on the diffraction of
-rays had its first beginnings some t^o deoades past.
Lester and Aborn , in 192$ i demonstrated that the spacing
I
of the atomic planes in a crystal is altered by stresses
lied to the •I7ttal« i'lais spaoing acts as a gage length
and ohanges in this length actually constitute the elastic
strains of a stressed material. ihey further introduced
the use of this change as a means for determining stress
thr . -ray diffraction methods, la 1930 and 1931,
(2)
uerman inveatl^v r,ors applied the precision otck-reflec-
tion camera to the problem and succeeded in obtaining
accuracy comparable to mechanical strain gages, but their
methods produced only the sum of the principal stresses in
the surf £ oe of the material, development was rapid, how-
ever, and within five y ^rrett aAd ti«ns*mer^ ', in
this country, and (He sen, blocker and Csswald J , in
Germany, had succeeded in developing methods which permitted
determination of single stresses from exposure of the
material in the stressed state alone, the unstressed value
of the intorplen?r spacing being determined from two measure-
ments on the stressed material.
this time several Investigators* *' ^ere at-
tempting to establish the accuracy of this method by
measuring the stress in tensile or bending test specimens
and comparing values thus determined with the calculated
stresses. Invariably X-ray stresses were lower than
calculated stresses. Since the mechanical stress xas an
average over the whole cross- section »rea t whereas the X-ray
stress was that measured from sever retail oriented in








due to anisotropy of the individual crystals. It was
concluded that by altering the empirical values of the
modulus of elasticity and of Poisson's ratio, reasonable
agreement could be obtained between X~ray determined
stresses and mechanically measured stresses. Hoover,
D - o sing this, Poller and Strunk determined that ex-
perimental errors were greater than any discrepancies due
to anisotropy.
The most recent work in this category, by
irsoz'"J in 19^, indicates that under certain conditio is
the values of the elastli odttlus Paisso i : ratio, as
OOmnenlj accepted, vdll give . lably accurate X-ray stress
values. His most important conclueion was that surfice
preparation had a definite affect upon X-ray stress vnlues
and, since none of the previous literature gav* any indica-
tion of the surface preparation accomplished on test speci-
mens, preparation methods may here been the cause of the
discrepancies. This is a most important conclusion.
Theoretical development bnyond this point seems
to have been limited to refinement and no reoent literature
vas uncovered having indication of import "t development of
the method itself.
Application of the method which has been recorded
has been confined to the study of residual stresee? in
welds . The nature of the stress measurement problem in
welds and the favoraole conditions existing in weld mater-
ial readily invite the use of this method of measurement.
3 10 I
0*
The preclusion of other a- Hei-tlons during the unprece-
dented uee of welding in the war years is underetandable.
Xq literature was unoovered concerning other application!
of A-ray strese measurement.
JCHUPTIOH OF ^NT
The equipment nece?snry, in general, is simple,
consisting of few parts, An a-radiation tube Is required,
mounted so that it can be conveniently powered and oooled,
and capable of intense raonoohrorastlc radiation. windows
must be KmtJtgnd in the tube head to permit the egress of
the X-ray bean.
The camera is circular, consisting of a diso back
and faceplate with a smell hole at the center. In addition,
ports are cut in the faceplate at quadrant points and
backed with light- tight p&p&r, so that only four arcs of
the reflected cone of rays arc recorded on the film. fhe
camera is mounted on the tube he d fjy means of a noun ting
block whioh su
t
>orts a hollow shaft. Jisc no4 faceplate
nust be exactly perpendicular to the axis of the shaft, A
colllraating pinhole 19 placed inside the shaft to limit the
bean and focus the diffraction image to a sharp line. Means
must be provided for oscillating the camera through an angle
las 8 then 30 degrees. The X~ray beam passes through the
hollo-' shpft and the hole in the camera to the speoimen.
In this Tork we used a tube manufactured by the
Kachlett Laboratories, possessing a ray-proof, shookproof




of being "sealed of f
.
H Thus continuous evacuation was not
lred, as would hnve been were the tube not bo.
were available at the snap of a switch without danger - »
decided advantage to Inexperienced operators. !Vater cool-
ing was supplied vie flexible leads with a thermostatic
device which turned off the tube if cooling wrter failed.
An associated transformer supplied the high voltage required.
ounting is particularly important if the struc-
ture to be measured Is large or Immovable. In this work the
tube was mounted on a stand consisting of column support-
ing an adjustable carriage. Mounting the tube upon this
oarrlage permitted movement of the tube and thus the beam
direction in all planes. -The photographs (Figures I, II)
show this equipment and mounting.
Inasmuch as alignment of the plane of the camera
"ith the plane of the specimen is important, device to
accomplish this is required. A simple one consists of a
small telescopic rod, with a pointer .ed, of such
diameter and tapered so as to fit into the hollow shaft
of the titters mounting block. Xhe extended length should
be suoh that when the device is in l ce and the pointer
Just touches the specimen, desired specimen-to-film
distance approximately exists. Upon the shaft of the
pointer is then mounted, with spring clip, a small angle
plate, the edge of which is perpendicular or at U-p" degrees
to the pointer axis. Specimen and camera can be thus












&njr plane. figure XI t.«la device.
fiiuoaY
Inasmuch as this pre sen tat ion Is directed toward
the practical aspects of X-ray diffraction, the theory
necessary to the understanding of the method is recorded
her^ briefly an iifled, for the naval engineer,
rigorous development and explanation of this theory,
reference should be made to several of the texts listed
in the Bibliography! and to the supplementary Introduction.
The v-rsy diffraction method of stress m*^ lu re-
sent depends upon the property of X-rays that, if directed
upon a substance, crystalline in nature, thi --r- y§ are
soattered by the I toma. of this substance. If the atoms
are arranged in a regularly rep.-ti. u?r.i, tfet scattered
X-rays cooperate to bulla up diffracted waves.
The fundament. ories of diffraction • ,..ly to
these waves. Consider a series of
.
r I lei planes with an
incident ray, lqL2, striking at an angle 0, and of v--sve-
length L Uigurs III). It * seen that for r •• . oe-
ment 2d ein tt = n L where n is an Integral number. This is
the 3ragg equation, wnlch refines the iistance, d, between
planes in terms of the constants of the incident ray.
2 sin Q
The structure of any metallic aubatrnce is one of












therefore, constant . i-tlo spacing In
iirsotion when the metal is unstressed. An incident
— ray, since the wi 1 a&th ie of the sane order of n
.titude ae the inter-atomic spacing, will be reflected from
these atomic planes in exactly the manner as depicted in
are HI. Therefore, we aay use the Bragg equation to
determine the existent value of the spacing between the
planes of ato.ae.
It must be kept in mind that the distances
between atoms and the di -us between atomic planes
differ. Although the distances between all atoms of an
unstressed metal are the same (lattice parameter, a ),
the distances between atomic plsnes differ according to
" lich atoms make up the planes. This c^n be seen from
Figure IV. A system of lattice coordinates known a s the
Killer indices is ueed to designate planes. These co-
ordin.-. tea are based on the number of parts into which the
planes divide the lattice parameter. The interplaner die-
ice is a function of the Hilar Ibices (h, k, 1):
•u
I
"Vh? + k? + 12
l"he I Of the atomic planes in any direction
th th-i | of stress of the metal in thf> t 1 ruc-
tion. £y elastic theory, t Uo of the change in d to d
itself (or strain) Is roportlon«l to the stress of the
met*l. rhtc -rovlies the basis upon whioh the method is









differen tilting the drs ntion:
A d «_L csc © oot QA4)
I
Ad n^OOt © A ^T
By means of the 8 bore equation the of the
•train can be determined from the change in the incidence
angle, Inasmuch as direct n* lent of the change in
the incidence angle is 1 1, it is necessary to




tan (ISO - 10) « J
tan 2© - - :
3 - - H tan 2©
AS*- -i sec2 2© A ©
A * gl sec
2
2© tan © A
d
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The value of the strein, A4
,
is thus proportional
to the change la the radius of the diffraction circle re-
corded on the film. The vslue, ( 4tP sec 2© tan © ), is
called the roagnl floation fr-ctor. It is considered constant
for small changes in 0. The l train measured in this man-
ner is actually th*. t I lon r; ^r small angles, a
2








From elastio theory, strain In a given direction
resulting from stresses in a plane perpendicular to this
otion is giv i yy:





- Vlfi . AA
<*o
d
here dL is the interolaner distanoe Bel eured in the
stressed condition and dn ths»t in the unstressed condition.
AS- + m sec2 2Q tan o| f~ - J ( . * 8v )1u"




e> I seo^ 89 tan
or, 8X 8y - K A S (2)
2here it « pounds/inch -
A | « s( stressed) - ^(unstressed) in mm.
I rldee ttU su:^ of the 1 stresses.
It requires a rae&suram-snt of d in the stressed and in the
unstressed conditions.
For most conditions of use, it is desirable that
a method be developed requiring only the measurement of d
in the stressed condition and providing the stress In one
- ection clone.
osn the "ellipsoid of £ train, '
eP " e Y " " ^X^ •« iirj2 y
where e is the strain measured in the normal to the surface
and e-, is the strain measured at some an^le iy but in the





i fti J-Jt ^e-
;
^ - ¥» - fglt^ . 1? ^ - y
3ince the difference <*p
-d y *» «a*tll compared to
either d^, dp, or <iy
,
we may aubatituta d for d with
negligible error* Subetituting thia in aquation (l)i
- 3
t>





T TJt2(l*r) R seo* 2Q tan Q ain* vp
y
or
(• » S o> J . . . . .•«"' vo
P
- °f (3)
whera T « pounds/inch - ma.
3 «• S ^ • BUI.
This aquation meets tha requirements of per-
mitting calculation of a single atraaa froa a perpendicular
and an angle measurement of d in the stressed condition
alone.




The model u - this Investigation was de-
id to present a simple problem of some value and at
the saae time to demonstrate the particular advantages
of using this method of stress measurement, A dimen-
sion id sketch of the model is aho^m in Figure XII -nd a
photograph 1? presented in Figure XII-A. i te was




Ihese carbon steel sheets for hull con-
struction work have 'rage minimum tensile
$th of 60,000 pounus per square inch and
maximum carbon content of 0.31^. These sheets
can be readily fabricated and welded.
Ihe Tee stlffener was a k* x 2 }/&* f cut from
a b* x 2 3/S* x 7-7# I. She model was fabricated by the
iiOStO.: ! Shipyard.
-
If the reflected X-ray beam were allowed to stride
stationary X-ray film a considerably diffused diffraction
circle *ould result. In order to eliminate this diffusion
and to give a distinct diffraction circle which la more
easily read, the camera was oscillated through an angle of
about 30 degrees by means of & small motor. Figure VI shows
a diffraction circle caused by not oscillating the camera
and Figure VII shows the diffraction circle from the same
point when the camera is oscillated.
In order to obtain a true circle from the diffracted
rays the X-ray beam must ne perpendicular to the camera as
it passes through the camera. The camera is mounted on the
X-ray tube by means of four screws in oversized hol<»s, thus
permitting small movements of the camera relative to the tube.
Perpendicular pictures were taken of unstressed tungaten
powder and diameters 90 degrees apart were measured, '*hen
movement of the camera brought these two diameters within
0,1 millimeters the camera was assumed aligned.
The surface preparation technique employed to re-
move the surface layer was a combination of strong acid
etoh and electro-polishing. The acid used was a 3Qj£ solu-
tion of concentrated nitric acid in water. The electrolyte
employed was nital (&» nitric acid - 9*M» alcohol).
(A)Originally, the technique employed by *rsoz xo ' was used,
but this was not particularly adaptable to use in the field
•a I'
atep lit A
»sm* §ra Kcrel •loiic r'.-r ;.r :«-: > j ^/-;., s wis ; : .-•..•.: . bn.a
I» 3»£B«J88* i
'aco a afti
tf%Z<- : .• : I"- Md ,< ; ~- nJ fci©« ct'iJln :•. •;...-
.:.::o-.: " .. ..;
Mail art* ni «x«q Ion a a?, .turf
2U





FIGURE VIII FIGURE IX
FILM RESULTING FROM EXCESSIVE
TUNGSTEN LAYER
FILM RESULTING FROM INSUFFICIENT
TUNGSTEN LAYER

due to the time &nd labor involved. The procedure finally
used reduced the time involved considerably and practically
eliminated the labor* ±'he time involved is dependent upon
the amount of material to be removed.
Ag may be aeen from the stress equation, the
distance from the corners to the nodel is critic* 1 &nd must
be determined with great accuracy, This ce may be
measured with a pair of inside micrometers, out such a pro-
cedure has not proved too satisfactory. Another and more
satisfactory method of determining this film- to- specimen
distance la to use a metallic powder dusted on the surfaoe
of the model* This procedure resalts in two concentric
diffraction circles on the film. Knowing that the metallic
powder is in the unstressed condition, the diameter of its
diffraction circle may be determined for ony selected film-
to-model distance* tfy comparison of this diffraction circle
diameter with that actually obtained, all film readings may
be corrected to the selected film-to-i;; :e. Fnle
method of determining film- to-model al stance has decided
advantages over using micrometers. Headings are automatic-
ally corrected for any film size variation in the developing
process or due to temperature variations. It allocs the
constant in the stress equation to be calculated in advance.
A permanent comparison is obtained on the film itself,
thereby permitting the results to oe read at any time.
Powdered tungsten was used throughout tnis lnvetti tlon





diameter as not to Interfere with the Iron diffraction
ring end yet small enough to remain on the filro. A light
layer of vaseline wee applied to the surface of the area
- investigated. Tungsten ponder vas then dusted on
the surface ^ith a email camel's hair brush. Care must be
taken in applying the tungsten, as too much will obscure
the iron ring and too little will make it difficult to
determine the film- to- specimen distance. Flares VIII rnd
IX lllttitrmte these two conditions. The film- to-model
distance selected for the ilnatlon of the con- tan t in
the stress equation *as such as to give a tungsten diameter
of ^0 millimeters.
The X-ray tube 1 ad mrjmo*i ere mounted on the
stand pictured in Figure I which allowed movement In all
directions. The camera and tube were aimed by means of
the distant* piece and angle indioatoy sho^n in • II.
Forty- five kilovolts with a current of 10 milllamperes
was used. An exposure time of 12 minutes was found to
give the most satisfactory results.
ving completed the expo the film is de-
veloped using standard photographle practices. Distances
on the film are determined by the use of a measuring box.
This device oonsistc of a box topped hy a frosted, li f ;ht
backed glass on which is mounted a soel I (c ble of ret -
Ings to 0.020 mm. ) and a traveling hair line. i^s ore
Lied by placing the hair line at the center of the dif-




Angle Exposure Perpendicular Exposure

the results averaged.
^s h^s be«n pointed out, In order to determine
the stress in any one direction, two pictures must be taken,
one perpendicular to the surface and one at an angle, fhe
tngle used was h$ degrees corrected by the angle between
the incident ray and the normal to the reflecting plane.
From these cvro pictures the difference ^p-^ in the stress
equation was measured. x'he aiffreotion circle obtained
from the angle picture is not an axact circle but has be-
ltly eliptical end, in addition, the side of the
film closest to the earners gives a line which is narrower
and more distinct. Figure X aho^s an angle picture ag
co. ip*red to a perpendioulr r picture.
In order to avoid the difficulties which would
be encountered if it were necessary to m*»sure the diameters
of the diffraction circle directly, the A shown in Figure
XI is read. The inference between the A read from the
perpendicular film end that road from the angle film is
exactly <K}ual to i*-*^ •
since
2S




w - 2 Ay
All values having been corrected to the stani&rd
sv , subtracting one equation from the other glvee
-
Y
« - (A p - Ay) (U)
Iii
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Xhie method of determining the difference In
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(7) Nital Etch-10 |nin.
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SURFACE - . . CALIBRATION"
TI
(-minutes) (Inches)
Start (a)30> Nitric Acid ^tch
Vfr Nitric Acid itch
30> Bitrio Aeid ..tch


















30^ citric Acid Etch
Electro-Polish (Nital)
Start
30> Nitric Acid itch
Electro-Polish (H^PCfy)
Btart (d)
30^ Nitric Acid Etch
Electro-Polish (Nital)
3tart' e ^
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(a) 30^ concentrated nitric acid, 703l watar.
(b) 6> concentre ted nitric acid, 9^ alcohol.
(c) ~$0 parts oy volume of sulphuric acid
70 tt " " phosphoric acid
10 * " ' water.
(d) This method used in preparing surfaces of ground area
(e) 'A'his method used in preparing surfaces of ar*s ^vhich
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In general, the result* are adequate to permit
formulation of conclusions as to the feasibility of using
this stress meesureBient method. As previously pointed
out, the model was designed to present residual stress
which could not he determined by a non-destructive test.
Unfortunately, it was not expected that the stress distri-
bution would he so complex, father, simple tensile
stresses were anticipated with sharp gradients across the
plate in the vicinity of the weld, fhis complexity pre-
cluded the complete analysis of stress distribution in the
plate* However, sufficient experience and data were ob-
tained to point out the advantages Mad the disadvantages,
to indioate the requirements of equipment and technique
necessary to adept the method to efficient use in the field.
Alignment of the camera so that the X-ray beam
was perpendicular to the plane of the camera was required
in our equipment. In equipment specifically designed for
stress measurement, this alignment need be dome only once,
at time of manufacture, and the camera attached permanently
on the tube in the proper position. Thus, this procedure
would be eliminated entirely in normal use.
Previous literature indicated the critical nature
of the problem of surface preparation. Therefore, consider-
able attention had to be given to this phase of the method.
It was expected that the plate had a layer of cold worked
1ft »n«
:arterial due to the rolling process and to the grinding
which was performed to smooth off the plate in the veld
vicinity. To determine actual plate «treae t this layer
had to be removed*
the procedure recommended oy £rsoi, as de-
scribed la Details of Procedure , was decided upon.
^oint 1 (plate center) was prepared &n& the measurements
1-A and 1-3 in Table 1 and Figure XIII resulted. These
exceeded greatly the anticipated values and it was con-
cluded th#t the cold work layer had not yet been com-
pletely removed. Measurements 1-JD and l-£,made during
the second preparation, after the drastic etch out before
the hand polishing, confirmed the conclusion of £rsoz
that measurements of the highly pitted surface resulting
from drastic etching are considerably lower (i.e., toward
zero) then the actual surface stresses. The measurement
made after the remainder of ^rsoz's procedure was carried
out (l-F) was considered to be the best value of the
stress existing at *>oint 1.
It was apparent at this stage that &rsoz's pro-
cedure! although satisfactory for laboratory use. was too
long and too laborious a process to be readily used in
the field.
fhe greatest difficulty in the &rsos method lay
in the hand polishing of the drastically etched surface.
Such polishing had to be done with very fine polishing
paper to avoid cold working again, and therefore required




it was felt that an electro-etching process could be used
to remove material reasonably rapidly, yet leave remaln-
1ns; an unpltted surface. Various electro-polishing solu-
tions were calibrated, as Indicated in ?©ble II. It can
be seen that considerable time-saving was realised as
compared with the hours of hand polishing, and irbor was
reduced to an absolute minimum. The only advantage not
realized -*a« rapid removal of material. This suggests
the possibility of developing an etching solution which
does remove material rapidly.
Sufficient time w&g not available to continue
the above research. At & final resort, a compromise method
combining the use of the drastic etch to attain rapid
materiel removal with the use of the electro-polish to
attain a smooth surface was calibrated (fable II). At
indicated In T*ble II, this combination provided the
features desired of a surface preparation technique for
field use. It was used throughout the remainder of the
investigation.
Undoubtedly the single electro-etching process
holds the best promise for a surface preparation method.
Although the compromise method served our immediate pur-
pose, it is felt that to adapt the a-ray method to general
use the single electro-etch process should be developed.
In the process of testing the electro-etching
solutions, further measurements were taken on Pmlmt 1.




(Figure XII) was made. The stress obtained for Point 5
indicates the extreme gradient present in the transversa
direction. This gradient serves to explain the higher values
for stress at Point 1, as determined by measurements
and 1-J. the points actually measured were probably some-
what off-center* This demonstrates the necessity of
establishing the point of measurement accurately and of
accurately aiming the incident %~r&y beam. Only when
these positioning can be accomplished with precision can
we expect reproducibility of results and determination of
stresses across steep gradients* The unit used in this
investigation did not permit such precision positioning*.
Contributing to this inaccuracy in positioning was the
vi oration of the mount introduced through the flexible
shaft from the motor to the oscillating mechanism. In the
design of X-ray stress measurement equipment, it is neces-
sary to provide a stable mounting for the X-ray tube.
Further, provision must be made for micrometer adjustment
of the tube and mounted camera in three dimensions with
respect to the fountetion to permit accurate positioning.
The attainment of the necessary stability of
foundation while maintain! tabllity is the only fore-
seeable difficulty in the design of X-ray equipment for ship-
board measurement. The unit requires only 110 V. a.C. and
a supply of cooling water, services which are generally
available, rhere are presently on the market commercial




contained which could be adapted to this work* Some fur-
ther study and detailed design development should produce
a portable unit having all the features indicated neces-
sary by our experience.
The measurements taken at X'oint 1 (l-K, l-k),
using the combination of etch ami electro-polish, gave
values consistent with those c ed using the accepted
method of etch, hand polish, and etch. This demonstrated
that these measurement© were true values of the stress in
the plate within the accuracy of the method. A* indicated
by Figure XIII, accuracy throughout the investigation wae
within t 15OO psl.
this points out the fact that the error in the
A-ray method Is dependent upon the error in reading the
distances between the dlffractlon lines. This Qrror in
reading bears no relation to the distance between the
lines, the reading error being of constant magnitude.
Therefore, regardless of magnitudes of stresses measured,
the error is constant. Thus, on a percentage basis, the
error decreases as the measured magnitudes Increase. Xhe
method has small percentage error at high values and
larger percentage error &s iB&gnltudes decrease.
in the Above accuracy limitations in mind, the
values of the stress at the points Indicated in figure XIV
»ni XV »T9 considered good, with the exception of Joints 10
and 17. 51noe both of these indicate compressive stress,









worked material exist e at these points* either surface
preparation has not progressed deeply enough or the
material is oold worked all the way through* Further
investigation would seem desirable here.
It should be reiterated that the prime purpose
of this investigation was not to investigate the stress
distribution in a stiffened plate* This would have been
a suffioient problem for an Individual thesis* Rather,
the plate served as a unique model having features whloh
would beet demonstrate the advantage of the X-ray method.
From the experience gained in conducting this
investigation, we oan draw certain conclusions regarding
the advantages and disadvantages of using this X-ray
technique. As previously mentioned, the method has long
been established In determining residual stress since no
unstressed measurement is required* this is particularly
true when destruction for relief of such residual stress
is impossible* In addition, inasmuch as the lnteratomlo
spacing is involved, the method determines the elastic
stress even though plastic flow may have occurred* &ny
strain gage measurement could not make this distinction*
The small size of the X-ray beam permits measurement of
stress over an area far smaller than normal strain gages
will permit, a definite feature in the case of steep stress
gradients such as existed in our model* these features
present a good case for the use of the method*
si
It is also obvious that cert & in Inherent dla-
pdvant»gss exist* Use accuracy of the method is
dependent upon the accuracy with which a 1 stances between
the diffraction lines can be reed. The sharper the line,
the more accurate is the stress determination, since the
sharpness of the lines depends upon the grain sis* of the
»*t«l # accuracy likewise depends on grain size. Accuracy
thus would be a function of the physical state of the
metal composing the structure and consideration must be
given to this* in applying the method, Xt should be
noted, however, that the plate employed in this investi-
gation wrs taken from the normal stockpile of a naval
shipyard and diffraction lines were excellent. Initial
cost would be high for equipment, but certainly not
prohibitive* Inasmuch as photographic means are employed
to record the diffraction lines, certain amounts of time
are required* Exposures of about IS minutes were used
throughout this investigation. • time factor far greater
than that in strain gage methods thus exists* finally,
only surface stresses can be reasonably measured and to
an accuracy which, on a percentage basis, increases as
magnitudes increase* These factors constitute the negative
mass*
In considering the above factors, it becomes
apparent that several of the disadvantages cannot be en-
tirely overcome at the present stage of development of
m*1&
• 1 1 M
•
the method. However, it is squally apparent that they
ere not disqualifying. Furthermore, no disqualifying
feature in the technique wee uncovered by our procedures
for which we could not foresee a possible solution by
proper design of equipment or development of field tech-
nique. Therefore, we ere led to the positive conclusion
that the method is entirely feasible for use in analyzing
naval structure. In fact, the definite advantage of the
method in analysing actual naval structures subjected to
lo/ dings which cannot be reproduced in models and the
analysing of metal models of nigh degree of indetermlnanoy
without resorting to plastics and photo-elasticity make
the method worthy of consideration.
:;
1. The X-ray diffraction method of stress measurement is
entirely feasible for use in analyzing naval structure*.
2* £he method is particularly aj >la to the analyses
of naval structures which &re subjected to lo a which
cannot be reproduced in models and to ^es of m*
els of a high degree of indetermlnancy*
3* The method, offers the following advantage as
(a) determination of absolute magnitudes of
elastic stress without measurement in the
unstressed condition*
(b) Determination of stress over a small area,
approximately one-eighth of an inch in
diameter, presenting a distinct advantage
in the oast of steep stress gradients*
k. rhe method presents the following disadvantages
J
(a) Requirement of fine grain size in the metal
comprising the structure being measured to
attain accuracy*
(b) Lesser value of accuracy on a percentage
basis at lower stress magnitudes due to
constant magnitude of error*
(o) Requirement of greater time for measurement




(d) I-lmltation of the stress values determined
to the surface of the material measured.
5. The stress distribution in a plate in the vicinity
of a welded stiffener is a highly complex one with ft
steep transverse gradient,
6. -Present methods of surface preparation give accurate
results, but are too long »nd laborious to be feasible in
field use, -The method employed in this investigation,
ploying a drastic nitric acid etch followed by electro-
polishing, gives accurate results and is a satisfactory
method for field use.
7. To adapt tht; X-ray method to use in naval structures,
equipment mu-„t be specifically designed to such use.
Particular features -which must be incorporated into the
design aret
(a) Provision of micrometer adjustment of tube
and oamera with rsspect to the foundation
to permit accurate positioning.
(b) Provision of stable mounting and self-
contained oscillating unit to avoid vibration
of the incident x-ray beam.
Present conuaercial portable electro-polishing units o*n




1. The single eleotro-etch process of surface preparation
holds promise for minimising the tine and effort in this
phase of the A»pay method. A oontinuanoe of research to
develop a method and a aultable electrolyte is recommended,
2. An attempt at the design of equipment expressly for
X-ray diffraction atreas measurement la recommended. The
possibility of counting three tubes so aimed as to obtain
the perpendicular, p.nd the t**o angle exposures simultane-
ously, suggested itself to the authors, Jirae required
would thus he out to one-third the present time. In
addition, an eleotro-polishing unit capable of polishing
surfaces at any angle, Including overhead, would be re-
quired. Actual details of suitable equipment, compact







X-radiation from a target metal consists of a
continuous spectrum over a wide range of wavelengths with
a superimposed line spectrum of high-intensity single
wavelength components, such as is indicated in Figure XVI.
Only after a certain critical voltage, unique with each
target metal, is surpassed, will the characteristic lines
appear. The intensity of these lines varies directly as
the current through the generating tube and slightly less
than the second power of the voltage applied to the tube.
£ach element has the same fundamental pattern but the rela-
tive position on the wave length scale is a function of the
atomic number, heavier materials having the shorter wave-
lengths. Therefore, ,v/e have available high intensity
characteristic rays of known wavelength from each metal.
These rays are the ones used in X—ray methods of stress
measurement. The series is limited at the lo^er range of
atomic numbers by the fact that the long "aves are absorbed
by the X-ray tube windows while heavier elements give white
radiation of such intensity as not to be useful when only
single line radiation is desired. The normal range of "ave-
lengths used is O.56 Angstrom units to 2.29 Angstrom units,
and metals giving these wavelengths are silver, molybdenum,






-The explanation for the development of the
characteristic rays is based upon the conception of the
atom eg a central nucleus with shells of electrons
(K,L,M, etc) surrounding the nucleus. &ach shell exists
at an energy level with the K shell immediately adjacent
to the nucleus being at the highest energy level. The
atom tends to remain in e state of minimum energy until
energy is imparted to it from an outside source. When an
electron stream is driven into the atom energy is imparted
to the ptom es a result of the ejection of an electron in
one of the shells by the electrons in the stream. An elec-
tron from an outer shell moves into the shell from which the
ejection occurs. This constitutes a sudden reversion to a
lo -^r energy state of the atom, and the atom in the process
throws out a unit of energy, a quantum, in the form of radia-
tion, the frequency of which is shown by & « hf, where E is
the loss in energy, h is Planck's constant and f is the
frequency. If a K shell electron is ejected, and the vacancy
filled from the L shell, K«c radiation results. If it is
replaced from the M shell, K« radiation results, which
differs from K^ by an increment of frequency proportional
to the difference between the energy levels of the L and M
shells. Had the ejection occurred in the L shell, L-series
lines would develop. In Figure "BET
,
such lines would be at
longer wavelengths, because of the lower energy levels in-




rSince the energy levels are discrete and sharp,
the transition* between them give rise to sharp lines la
the spectrum. Kownsr, there are complex secondary energy
levels at each shell. The K level Is a single one but the
L level has three distinct levels and the M level five,
rteple cement of a vacancy in the K shell from the various
L shell levels gives rise to a double K characteristic in
the case of the cobalt radiation used in this work. It is
shown in Figure XVI and can be noted in the photographs in
Figures VI, VII, VIII, IX and X.
devious mention was made of the "scattering* of
the X-ray beam by the atoms in the specimen surface. £his
phenomenon requires some explanation, the beam of X-rays
passing over an atom eoealers-tea the atom into a state of
vibration. Such oscillation sets into motion a series of
electromagnetic waves of the same frequency and wavelength
as the incident beam. This is "coherent scattering.* When
this radiation is superimposed upon similar radiation from
atoms in the same space lattice, reinforcement occurs and
the diffracted beam is formed. Scattering* is thus a
transfer of radiant energy from the primary beam to
scattered beams originating in the atoms of the material
being measured. A seoond type, "modified scattering,*
occurs simultaneously, but has no bearing on stress measure-
ment.
.








In the Introduction it was pointed out that re-
inforcement of the weve occurred when 2d sin » nL. In
the subseauent development, the first order of reflection
was assumed (i.e., n * 1) since this gives maximum intensity
lines.
Consider the relation;
-54 tan Q A g
In measuring the strain by determining the ch<-
in the incidence angle, the maximum sensitivity will be at-
led when tan is maximum and, therefore, when 9 approaches
90 degrees.
It is thus desirable to employ an X-radiation of





-v + k2 + l2
This establishes the requirements for the wave-
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-DETAILS Of PHI j
Since the X-ray tube used in this investigation
was designed for uses other than stress measurements, it
was necessary to mount the camera on the tube and to align
it prior to stress measurements. Alignment was accomplished
by measuring distanoes on a perpendicular picture taken
of l speoimen dusted with tungsten, fable III gives the f s
obtained la aligning the camera used. Directions are taken
as one faces the camera.
It was decided at the outset of the investigation
to use the method of surface preparation proposed by Ersoz.
The method consists of the following three steps; (l) a drastic
acid etch (30$ concentrated nitric acid in J0% water), (2) hand
polishing with polishing cloth to a smooth, bright finish, and
(3) a mild nital {6% concentrated nitric acid in 3^% aloohol)
etoh. The time involved in each of the etching stsps is de-
pendent on the amount of surface material it is desired to
remove. The amount of meterial to be removed is dependent, in
turn, on the manner in which the specimen was manufactured.
Sufficient material should be removed so that any surface
stress o^'used in the manufacture of the specimen \"ill be
eliminated and loading stress alone will remain.
xhe surface of the stiffened plate in the vicinity
of the weld on the side opposite the stiffener was uneven due
to the variable rate of cooling of the reld. This portion
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hand drill mounted with an emery disc. The grinding was
done so that the camera might be more easily aimed.
A sample of the plate -as used to calibrate the
depth of cut obtained from the etching acids against the
time of etch. The data thus obtained are given in Table II.
Hand polishing following a strong acid etch of 10 minutes
removes ap proximately G.002 H .
Step (l), the cur- j tie acid etch, leaves the sur-
faoe pitted. If stress measurements were to be taken of
the surface in this condition, the values obtained would be
smaller than the stress actually present. The "hills" left
by the pitting are unable to have stress transmitted to them
due to the lack of surrounding material. It is the stress
at the tops of these hills that the X-ray beam measures.
3tep (?), hand polishing, removes these "hills" but at the
same time oola ,?orks the material. Thus, measurements taken
af :er this step give results more ooiupr ec-sive than the true
values. 3tep (3)> a mild etch, removes the cold work caused
by :hs polishing. Ersoz investigations showed that this
procedure resulted in stress values within the accuracy of
the method.
In using this surface preparation procedure it
became apparent that the process was too long and laborious to
be of practical use in the field. The fundamental require-
ments of a surface preparation procedure are, first, that it
remove a sufficient amount of material in a reasonable length






without "hills" and ''vrHleys. " -vith these requirements in
raind, the possibility of using an electrolytic etch was in-
vestigated. Standard electrolytic solutions used in
electro-polishing were calibrated- time Inst depth. The
results of this calibration are also shorn in Table III and
./III showi i diagrammatic sketch of the electrical
circuit us3a. This procedure diu remove the naterial and
reduce tiie labor involved but aid not reduce the time neces-
sary in the preparation. Sufficient time was not available
to investigate other than the standard electrolytic solu-
tions. A combination of the acid i nd the electro-
^olishi . I then tried on the theory that the aold etch
would remove the material a] i electro-polishing would
remove the "hills" leaving a smooth surface. The results of
the calibration of this procedure are shown in Table II.
Sine* this technique fulfilled the rec its most satis-




HOHIW NTAL 1 1 ICAL MOVE-
Left iit Left nt mm
1 5*9* 5.7^ 5.97 5.96
2 }M 6.O5 5.91 9.90
I
3.9^ 5.90 b.90 §. 35 O.K.
5.90 5.95 5.91 5.35 O.K.



















"As was pointed oat in the procedure, the side
of the angle film closest to the specimen is used in
determining A distance. It is this side of the film
which gives the sharper lines and, therefore, results in
greater precision of measurement. In addition, the
evaluation of the constant, F, involved the use of the
angle y , Figure XI. The value of y used was k$°
^
resulting in a constant determined specifically for the
near side of the film.
-*0*X
I l l I " » »'» ! » I II
Determination of ft for a tungsten ring of $0 am.
In diameter:
Cobalt radiation: L.^ U^ m X.7Sg9 Angstroms
Unstressed tungsten J a « 3»lo^7 Angstroms
Hefleeting pl&neJ h t k,l » 222
2S m 50 Ml
S * 25 su».
eO 5 l61J7
ni I, Ti 11 * . ^*iit~?I, » 0.91557
L * 2 a sin -
sin 9 - i~ * \\lfflk. " °- 979072
© « 78° tfr.k*
28 « 1^6° 30. *•
tan 2© » - 1 «
-0.U3SO9
n.
* - /?,• nr " -*7.*595 *»•0.43509
Determination of constant F:
««—w—
M
ill ! » ! il — mTHm Mwum » mwii w .» »' j i«i—
F w
" S(l+V)]| seo2 e ten 9 sin H'
where










•in - }~ - Is- - 0.9*6576
o « $0.6013°
20 * !•/
a, • correction for normal to reflecting plane




•00 2© - -0.10563
•eo
2 20 * 0.0111576
Ua 9 * .41361
•la V - 0.313036;,
8in2 H» * 0.66111
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